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O. Introduct ion 

(0.0) This note is an appendix to the article of the same title by Artin and Verdier 
[-1], whose main content is the following. 

Let (X, 0) be a germ of a rational double point over an algebr/fically closed field 
k, let g : X ~ X  be the minimal desingularization and let E be the exceptional locus. 
There is a one-to-one correspondence [Mi] ~ El between isomorphism classes of 
non trivial indecomposable reflexive modules Mi on (X, 0) and the irreducible 
components El of E: For such a module Mi let ~ ' i  be the locally free sheaf on 

defined by vigi: =~*(M,)/torsion. If r, is the rank of M, one has / /~  dgi)" EJ = 6U and 
/__ \ 

/ ~  \ 

ri= IA agi)'Z, w h e r e  Z denotes the fundamental cycle of ~ .  
(0.1) We assume moreover that (X, 0) is a germ of a quotient singularity. This 
means that there exists a cover q : (A2,0)~(X,0)  with Galois group GCSL(2,k) 
whose order is prime to the characteristic of k. This is always the case in 
characteristic 0. 

(0.2) For each M~ as in (0.0) define Ni to be the reflexive hull of Mi| where 
1 �9 1 i : X -  {0}---,X the inclusion. I2x = t,g2tx- 0), 

(0.3) The aim of this note is to prove the multiplication formula 

Theorem.  2r~ | 2 

(0.4) Originally this multiplication formula was proven case by case by Gonzalez- 
Springberg and Verdier [2]. Recently they computed examples of rational double 
points in characteristic 2, 3, 5 where this multiplication formula does not hold. 

1. P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  (0.3) 

(1.1) Let ~ be the Euler differential on (A~,0): 

~=x.dy-y.dx.  
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As ~ is invariant under SL(2, k) one can think of c~ as being a differential one-form 
on X and on ~ as well. One has the exact sequence 

| 
(1.1.1) 0 ~ ~(A2,0~ ----" 12~A2,o~ ^'~ r174 ~ 0, 

where ~ denotes the maximal ideal and co the dualizing module. Applying q.  and 
taking the G-invariants one obtains the exact sequence 

| ~I ~ r174 ) ~ 0 .  (1.1.2) 0 ~ d~(x,o ~ ~x,o) 

(1.2) Let F~ be the non trivial indecomposable representation of G such that 
Ml~(dTtA~ 0)| Tensorize (1.1.1) by Fi: 

(1.2.1) O"+((~(A2,0)|174 ~ (~'J-~(AL O)| o)| 

Apply q,  and take the G-invariant parts. Since the representation F~ is not trivial 
there are no invariants of degree 0. Therefore one obtains the exact sequence on 
(X, 0): 

| ^ ~) 
(1.2.2) 0 ' Mi ~ Ni Mi ~ 0 

where N~ is as in (0.2) and we identify CO(x,o ~ with dgtx, o ). 

(1.3) Pulling back (1.1.2) on )~ one obtains the complex 

(1.3.1) o , o  

where/~: = n*f2:x ' o~/torsion. This complex is exact away from E, and also left and 
right exact. Let ~ be the kernel of (^  ~) in (1.3.1). 

Claim. (i) :((" is locally free. 
(ii) 3r for an effective divisor R supported on E. 

Proof. Since d ~ ( - Z )  is locally free one has the exact sequence 

By definition 3r ~ is reflexive on _Y, and therefore o~c ~ is locally free. Dualizing 
once again one obtains the exact sequence 

0-~3r ~ ~ -*~-*O,~(-Z)~O, 

and therefore ~ r ' = ~  ,, is locally free. Since the inclusion (9~ ~ 3ff is an 
isomorphism outside of E one has 3ff --- 0e(R) for an effective R supported on E. 

(1.4) Claim. The complex (1.3.1) is exact. 

Proof. From (1.3) one obtains 

2 

Since (~k l])-Et  is non-negative for a l l / a n d  ( -  Z) is the largest vertical divisor 

intersecting each E~ non negatively one has R = 0, or R = Z. Assume R = Z. Then by 
the theorem of Artin-Verdier (0.0), one has O~ = (gx~Ox. Therefore ~n~x,o) has two 
generators by (1.1.2), and (X, 0) has to be smooth. 
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(1.5) We now pull (1.2.2) back to J~. One obtains the complex 

| ^~t 
(1.5.1) 0 , d-/, ~ ~ ---, ~r162 , O. 0.5.1) 

This complex is left exact since ~/r is torsion free, and it is right exact as n* is. In 
addition the complex is exact away from E. Let ~ be the kernel of( ^ a) in (1.5.1). 

Claim. ~ is locally free. 

The proof is the same as for (1.3). 

(1.6) Claim. (~(X//)-~ ( A  ~//)|  ( A  ~.) |  for an effective dioisor R i 
supported on E. 

Proof. One has 

and the inclusion ~r c_, X~ is an isomorphism outside of E. 

(1.7) Claim. One has Ri = Ei + R~ for an effective divisor R~ supported on E. 

Proof. Assume that Ri does not contain E,. Then R,. E,>O. Since (A.Ali). Ej=O 

for j # i  one has R~.E~= A ~  .E j>0  for i . j .  Therefore R~>0. As the 
intersection matrix of E is negative definite one gets Ri=0. Therefore 

- , and by the theorem of Artin-Verdier (0.0) we obtain 

x,,_--- ~ , O  ~r 

Restrict this isomorphism to U ' = X - { 0 }  = . ~ - E  and tensor with M(f U. One 
obtains 

(1.7. I) End (M,)Iv | f2~ ~ End(M3lo|174 v). 

The trace map End (Mi)lv~ d~v defines a natural splitting since the characteristic of 
k is prime to the order of G and hence to the rank ri of My Taking traces on both 
sides of (1.7.1) one gets 

f2b~-r 

which contradicts (1.4). 

(1.8) By the normal basis theorem one has 

q,$(A 2, 0) -~ O(X, 0)@ @) riMi 
and 

1 ,,~ 1 @ r t N i "  q,f2~A~, o) = fl~x, o)~ 

As t2:A~,o ~ is isomorphic to t~tA,, oj@r o) as an  t~tA~, ormodule one has 

(1.8.1) t2,1x, o)~ @r,N,~2C)tx.o)~2 Or ,M, .  
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(1.9) Pull  (1.8.1) back to X and apply (1.7) and (1.4). This gives 

~t(rA "~| ~('A ,| t~ ( - -  Z + E r,(E, + Rg)|  J[,,] ~ .t1,) . 

Therefore (9rc(~,r~R~)~ (9~:. As each R; is effective we have R ; = 0  for all i, and the 
theorem (0.3) is proven. 
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Note added in prooL M. Auslander and I. Reiten recently showed that the Auslander-Reiten- 
quiver of any rational double point X over an algebraically closed field is an extended Dynkin 
quiver. This implies that (1.8.1) holds if one replaces t2~ by the unique non trivial extension of~x 
by ca r and N~ by the middle term of the almost split exact sequence starting and ending with Mi. 
Using almost split exact sequences instead of (1.2.2) one can proceed as above to show that the 
multiplication formula (0.3) holds with these modified definitions, which coincide with the ones 
given in this note if X is a quotient singularity. 


